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Abstract. Recommender systems could be seen as an application of a data 
mining process in which data collection, pre-processing, building user profiles 
and evaluation phases are performed in order to deliver personalised 
recommendations. Collaborative filtering systems rely on user-to-user 
similarities using standard similarity measures. The symmetry of most standard 
similarity measures makes it difficult to differentiate users’ patterns based on 
their historical behaviour. That means, they are not able to distinguish between 
two users when one user’ behaviour is quite similar to the other but not vice 
versa. We have found that the k-nearest neighbour algorithm may generate 
groups which are not necessarily homogenous. In this paper, we use an 
asymmetric similarity measure in order to distinguish users’ patterns. 
Recommendations are delivered based on the users’ historical behaviour closest 
to a target user. Preliminary experimental results have shown that the similarity 
measure used is a powerful tool for differentiating users’ patterns. 
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1   Introduction 

Recommender systems could be seen as an application of a data mining process [21] 
in which data collection, pre-processing, building user profiles and evaluation phases 
are performed in order to deliver personalised recommendations. The goal of 
recommender systems is to provide a user with personalized recommendations based 
on either his/her tastes and preferences or based on a group of people with similar 
tastes and preferences [1]. Five classes of recommendation techniques are proposed in 
terms of the background data, input data and the algorithm to generate 
recommendations: collaborative, content-based, demographic, utility-based and 
knowledge-based [5]. 

Collaborative filtering techniques, in particular, rely on user-to-user similarities but 
have three major limitations: sparsity, scalability, and cold-star. Several methods have 
been proposed for solving these limitations based on clustering and machine learning 
techniques [3][4][14][16][19]. ClustKNN [23] addresses the scalability problem 
applying the k-means algorithm for building a user model and the k-nearest neighbour 
(KNN) clustering algorithm for calculating predictions. Kim et al. [16] propose a 



probabilistic model generated under the assumption that items are not related to each 
other in any way, i.e. they are independent. A smoothing-based method is introduced 
under a hybrid collaborative filtering approach in [34]. From training data, initial 
clusters are calculated using the k-means algorithm. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient is used as a similarity measure function. Smoothing strategies are applied 
to unrated items. 

In Godoy et al. [11] user-profiling approaches to develop agents that help users in 
finding, filtering and getting information tasks are reviewed. These approaches need 
data and information about users in order to capture user’s profiles. To construct 
user’s profiles it is necessary to infer information based on the user-system 
interaction. User profiles are based on knowledge acquired implicitly or explicitly 
from this interaction. Some sources of this information, proposed in Godoy et al. [11], 
include historical user navigation, access logs and relevance feedback – explicit or 
implicit. Explicit feedback requires that users assign values to an examinee item. 
Instead, implicit feedback is inferred based on implicit interest indicators. 

In McLaughlin and Herlocker [19], a user nearest-neighbour (NN) algorithm is 
analysed and a belief distribution algorithm is introduced in order to improve user 
modelling. In this proposal, a predictive algorithm, solves two main drawbacks of NN 
approaches: few neighbours who have rated an item are available for a target user; 
neighbours with a very low correlation score to target user rated an item. The Pearson 
correlation is used to calculate the most similar N-users for a target user from account 
historical item rating data. Taking into account that user’s rating are subjective a 
belief difference distribution is introduced from calculating correlations. 

In [31], an approach of collaborative filtering was introduced in which user 
neighbourhood is calculated based on demographic data, psychographic data and 
users’ historical behaviour. A weight similarity measure is proposed for clustering 
users in order to take into account dynamic human being behaviour. This measure is 
characterized by providing a way to define which characteristics are more important 
at a specific moment. Moreover, characteristics are used in a nominal scale of 
measurement since users’ behaviour has no order when time is not taken into account.  

We have found that the k-nearest neighbour (KNN) algorithm may generate groups 
which are not necessarily homogenous. This is probably due to the size of the 
available data. We have detected that these differences may underestimate the 
similarity between users. 

In this paper, a collaborative recommender system based on an asymmetric 
measure is introduced. It is derived from the need to distinguish between two users 
when one user’ behaviour is quite similar to other but not vice versa. We use an 
asymmetric similarity measure for distinguishing users’ patterns [6][7]. In this 
approach, a user-to-user similarity matrix is built and clusters are extracted through 
thresholding. Recommendations are delivered based on the users’ historical behaviour 
closest to a target user. Preliminary experimental results have shown that the 
similarity measure is a powerful tool for differentiating users’ patterns. 

The paper is organized as follows. Collaborative recommender systems basic 
concepts are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce a recommender system 
based on asymmetric users’ patterns. A digital library experimental framework where 
our approach has been implemented is described in Section 4. Preliminary evaluation 
and final remarks are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. 



2   Collaborative Recommender Systems  

In a collaborative filtering process, there is a set of m users, U= {u1, u2, …, um} and a 
set of n items, I={i1, i2, …, in}. To each user uj, a list of items Lj = {ik: 1≤ k ≤ nj.} is 
associated. Lj contains items on which a user has explicitly shown interest by 
assigning a rating score to them or implicitly, based on user behaviour. Collaborative 
filtering algorithms are applied in order to find interesting items for a target user. 
Interesting items can be obtained in two ways: prediction and recommendation [31]. 
In the prediction way, calculating a predictive score Pscore(iq,uj) that represents the level 
of interest that an item iq ∉ Lj  may have for user uj. In the recommendation way, a 
list L of N-top items, such that L ⊂ I and L∩Lj=∅, is delivered to user uj. Thus, L 
contains items that could be interesting for user uj. 

Collaborative filtering user-based recommendation approaches try to identify 
neighbourhoods for each user based on similar features – e.g. demographics, 
psychographics, behavioural – [13][17][22][24][27]. Most collaborative techniques 
work based on ratings about items provided for users.  

Collaborative filtering techniques can be classified as either model-based or 
memory-based [1]. The former builds a model from historical data to recommend 
other items [3] [4] [14] [25]. The latter uses a utility function in order to calculate 
similarity between users to build neighbourhoods [9][12] [15] [17][24][27] [32][33]. 
If a user is included in a neighbourhood – similar tastes are shared – it is possible to 
predict the utility of an item to him/her based on others items rated by users in the 
same neighbourhood.  

Similarity measures are commonly evaluated using ratings as though they were 
quantitative values regardless of the fact that these measures are not defined for 
attributes or subjective user evaluations. The Pearson correlation and the cosine 
distance are often used to assess similarity between users [12] [20] [29] [32]. However, 
– according to Choi et al. [9] – these similarity measures have some weaknesses: 
scalability problems, applying limitations depending on the domain, and assuming 
that attributes are mutually independent. Garden et al. [10] and Herlocker et al. [12] 
have considered the use of the Spearman correlation, which is just the Pearson 
correlation coefficient computed for the ranks of the ratings. 

3   A Recommender System based on Asymmetric User Similarity 

The proposed approach is integrated into an experimental computer sciences digital 
library. In this context, users are students and items are digital documents, such as 
papers, books, research reports and theses. This approach uses an unobtrusive method 
for recommendation calculations that takes into account information related to the 
documents he/she has previously downloaded.  

The approach combines advantages of memory-based and model-based 
collaborative recommendation systems. Memory-based – in an off-line phase – deals 
with user neighbourhood calculations in order to reduce the computational complexity 
– scalability problem. Model-based – in an online phase – uses a probability model 
for the preferences prediction based on user neighbourhood information. Thus, a user 



preferences pattern is calculated in an off-line phase. His/her preferences prediction is 
calculated in an on-line phase. 

3.1   Asymmetric Users’ Similarity 

Collaborative recommender systems are based on an important feature of human 
behaviour which is the tendency to consume a limited set of items. Thus, a set of 
items becomes fashionable for a group of people with similar preferences. 
Collaborative filtering systems are based on similarity of users in which a 
neighbourhood to each user is generated. A neighbourhood is built taking into 
account user’s similarity. 

Although users hardly ever give explicit feedback and user interests change over 
time [26], most collaborative techniques work based on ratings about items provided 
for users. Ratings can be obtained explicitly or implicitly. Explicit ratings are 
subjective user evaluations or voting. The similarity between two users is evaluated 
using ratings as numeric values. Similarity measures – e.g. Pearson correlation 
coefficient and cosine distance – are applied regardless of the fact that these functions 
are not defined for subjective user evaluations. That is, the average of “very 
satisfied”, “somewhat dissatisfied” and “very dissatisfied” does not exist [8] [28]. 

The normalised rank transformation, the Spearman correlation, the Kendall 
correlation, the Pearson correlation and the Footrule, the Cayley, the Hamming, the 
Ulam, the Chebyshev/Maximum value and the Minkowski distances are commonly 
used to calculate similarity or distance between two ranks or two rating vectors [30]. 
These measures are not asymmetric, that is, they can not capture differences between 
two users when one user has a lot more historical information than the other. The 
users’ similarity measure has to distinguish when a user ub has a lot more historical 
information than user ua whilst user ua has a quite similar historical information as 
user ub. This could be seen as quantifying the similarity between ua and ub when La ⊆ 
Lb. In this case, the similarity score between user ua and user ub has to be large whilst 
the similarity score between user ub and user ua has to be small. 

Similarity between users is defined as either exact or approximate historical 
information matches or coincidences of patterns. Thus, the similarity between ua and 
ub could be measured as follows [6] [7]: 
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where ⋅ is the cardinality of a set or a list of items. 
By asymmetry, the similarity between ub and ua is given by: 
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A user-to-user similarity matrix is built using the similarity measure. In this matrix, 
the j-th row represents the similarity between user j and the set of users.  

For instance, Figure 1 represents a set of users and their lists of downloaded data.  



 

Fig. 1. Illustration of downloaded data 

Thus, the user-to-user similarity matrix has to be fully calculated. A threshold is 
used for selecting the most similar user to the target user in order to obtain the target 
user profile. For instance, setting the threshold equal to 0.7, the nearest neighbours of  
uj are selected as all users who have a similarity score larger than 0.7 in the j-th row in 
the user-to-user similarity matrix. 

3.2   Predicted Scores 

Recommendations are based on the probability that a user has a preference for a 
particular document. If this probability is high it is more likely that a recommendation 
on a document will be useful to the user. For the sake of completeness, we outline the 
notation used in this section.  

Let uj be the target user. Let 
juC be the cluster of users in the nearest neighbours of 

uj. Let iq be the target document. Let 
jq ui ,C  be the cluster of users in the nearest 

neighbourhood of uj who downloaded iq. 
The predicted score that uj has preferences for iq is proportional to the probability 

that users in 
juC  have shown preferences for iq. 
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where |.| is the cardinality of a set of users. 
The predicted score is calculated based on the target user neighbourhood 

preferences on the target document. 

4   Deployment 

Our approach is implemented into a digital library experimental framework. The 
architecture of the integrated system is shown in Fig. 2. The digital library is 
supported on a data base that contains information on user registrations and 
documents. The recommender system is supported on a data mart. Information such 
as document metadata, documents downloaded by user, and characteristic vectors is 



stored in the data mart. Recommendations are generated based on historical 
downloaded user’s data. This is an unobtrusive approach and takes a downloaded 
document action as an implicit feedback. 

 

 
Fig. 2. System Architecture 

Recommendations are twofold: a list of recommendations based on collaborative 
filtering and a second list based on downloaded document frequencies. Documents in 
the former, as in other recommender systems, are ranked according to their predicted 
score – in Equation 3. A verification process of previous recommendations is carried 
out to avoid making the same recommendations. However, collaborative filtering 
techniques provide recommendations regardless of users current interests. As for the 
second list, a user current interest is shown as his/her navigational behaviour. After 
his/her first search using key words, the main area of knowledge associated to those 
key words is used in a documents query and documents are sorted out by download 
frequency. A list of n-top documents is generated and a recommendation window is 
shown. Moreover, users have the choice of entering the window to check the 
recommendations included in the list or closing that window for the time being. 
Whatever courses of action a user takes are registered in the data mart. 

5   Preliminary Evaluation 

We have presented an approach to personalised information retrieval tasks in a digital 
library environment. According to Adomavicius et al. [1] the personalisation process 
is integrated by three stages: understanding customers, delivering personalised 



offerings, measuring personalisation impact. In this paper, we focused on 
understanding users and delivering personalised offering phases. Moreover, once the 
digital library data mart contains enough information – in this specific domain – we 
will be able to evaluate our approach. 

The performance of the asymmetric similarity measure is evaluated using the 
MovieLens data set, developed at the University of Minnesota [Available at http:// 
www.grouplens.org]. The dataset contains 1,000,209 anonymous ratings of 
approximately 3,900 movies made by 6,040 MovieLens users who joined MovieLens 
in 2000. In a pre-processing phase, the most frequent rated genre, which is drama, 
was selected for the experimental validation.  

We take as implicit rating the action of rating a movie. Information from u1 to u100 
was used in this evaluation. The asymmetric similarity measure was evaluated with 
the selected data set. The maximum similarity value reached between users was 
twelve times, as shown in Table 1. Users u53, u70 and u77 rated the same movies that 
u21 rated. However, u53, u70 and u77 rated more movies than u21 as the similarity score 
between u53 and u21 shows. In a similar manner, u33, u58 and u88 rated the same movies 
that u94 did. 

Table 1. MovieLens data set: List of users with the asymmetric similarity measure equal to one 

Asymmetric 
Similarity Score 

Asymmetric  
Similarity Score 

Asymmetric 
Similarity Score 

Asymmetric  
Similarity Score 

S( u3,u62 ) = 1 S( u62,u3 ) = 0.3055560 S( u61,u48 ) = 1 S( u48,u61 ) =  0.0328947 

S( u7,u48 ) = 1 S( u48,u7 ) = 0.0526316 S( u61,u92 ) = 1 S( u92,u61 ) = 0.0515464 

S( u20,u48 ) = 1 S( u48,u20 ) = 0.0394737 S( u94,u33 ) = 1 S( u33,u94 ) = 0.0122699 

S( u21,u53 ) = 1 S( u53,u21 ) = 0.00340136 S( u94,u58 ) = 1 S( u58,u94 ) = 0.0150376 

S( u21,u70 ) = 1 S( u70,u21 ) = 0.0588235 S( u94,u88 ) = 1 S( u88,u94 ) = 0.0416667 

S( u21,u77 ) = 1 S( u77,u21 ) = 0.0588235 S( u98,u58 ) = 1 S( u58,u98 ) = 0.0601504 
 
Based on a user-to-user similarity matrix, the u100 neighbourhood was determined 

setting the threshold equal to 0.6; u100 rated 24 movies. The list of users belonging to 
u100 neighbourhood is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. MovieLens data set: List of users belonging to the u100 neighbourhood using the 
asymmetric similarity measure and a threshold equal to 0.6 

The u100 Neighbourhood Rated Movies Asymmetric 
Similarity Score 

u58 113 0.791667
u48 152 0.791667
u53 294 0.666667
u62 242 0.625000
u36 111 0.625000

 
The list of users belonging to the u100 neighbourhood using 5-NN, based on a user-

to-user similarity matrix calculated with the Jaccard similarity coefficient [8] is shown 
in Table 3. However, the u100 neighbourhood shown in Table 3 changes when a 



Jaccard is used due to the fact that the measure is affected by the large quantities of 
movies rated by users in Table 2. 

Table 3. MovieLens data set: List of users belonging to the u100 neighbourhood using 5-NN 

The u100 Neighbourhood Rated Movies Jaccard Score 
u93 23 0.270270
u13 22 0.243243
u47 20 0.222222
u95 40 0.185185
u7 8 0.185185

 
A prediction accuracy metric, the relative frequency with which the system makes 

correct decisions about whether a movie is of interest to a user, was used in the 
preliminary evaluation. Available information was divided into 90% training set and 
10% cross-validation set. That is, when a user has 10 ratings, 9 ratings are used for 
building the model and 1 rating is used for validating the model.  

When a list with 8 recommendations was generated for each user using the 
proposed approach, 78% of the users had rated at least one of the recommended 
movies in his/her cross-validation set. When a list with 8 recommendations was 
generated for each user using 5-NN, 56% of the users had rated at least one of the 
recommended movies in his/her cross-validation set. When a list with 8 
recommendations was generated for each user using 10-NN, 47% of the users had 
rated at least one of the recommended movies in his/her cross-validation set. 

6   Final Remarks  

We had detected that the difference between document downloaded quantities may 
underestimate the similarity between users. We have proposed the use of an 
asymmetric similarity measure for reducing the impact of comparing users on the 
basis of the number of downloaded documents (large versus small quantities). The 
measure is used to identify a neighbourhood whose traits are strongly similar to those 
of an active user’s behaviour thus reducing the possibility of generating irrelevant 
recommendations. 

This approach has two characteristics: users’ neighbourhood is dependent of a 
similarity score value rather than of a predefined number and a user does not always 
belong to the neighbourhood of the users who belong to his/her own neighbourhood. 
For generating recommendations, a prediction score is calculated based on the target 
user neighbourhood preferences on the target document. 

Our next step, with data generated by users of the digital library, is to build a 
lifetime model for evaluating recommendations and to use a Bayesian approach for 
taking into account information no longer used in recommendations calculation, as a 
priori knowledge.  
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